
Is Creative Brainstorming 
Beneficial to Businesses, Start-
ups, and Entrepreneurs? 
Remember struggling to come up with an idea in class and your teacher saying, 
“Two heads are better than one.” Mrs. Krabappel was right. Although this phrase 
somewhat downplays the concept of brainstorming, it’s a notion that sums up the 
importance of bouncing ideas off one another in the process of creative problem 
solving. 

As always, there are certain variables that should be taken into consideration with 
any theory. The theory being: Brainstorming (the conversation that occurs 
between multiple people when bouncing ideas off each other) is a crucial for 
coming up with effective creative solutions. 

This may sound somewhat vague. I’m speaking in general terms because there is 
just so much that falls under the term ‘creative solutions’. Ask yourself these two 
important questions—Is brainstorming part of your creative strategy? How 
important is communication in this process? 

 Freely Communicate Your Ideas

Now, think about how important it is to freely communicate during a 
brainstorming session. If you hold back and don’t say what you want, it essentially 
limits your potential and your business’ growth potential.  Often times, doubt fills 
the minds of those participating in the brainstorming session. What if no one 
agrees with my idea? What if I sound stupid? What if I offend someone? Stop the 

 Your words could be what if’s and start contributing to the conversation.
laughed at and swept under the carpet or they could be the next big idea. 

If you’re hesitant about sharing your thoughts in a brainstorming session, consider 
this – is what your saying intended to be productive or malicious? In a 



brainstorming session, there needs to be some degree of mediation and boundaries 
set in place. However, some would disagree with the idea of placing any sort of 
restrictions on communication in general. If not, it’s likely that the entire group 
would try to bash each other’s brains in and the session would be 
counterproductive. Just remember that brainstorming doesn’t just mean shouting 
out every idea you have. Brainstorming is building and extending on other’s ideas 
as well. 

  Ask The Right Questions

I always say anyone can be a writer. You just need to have the courage to actually 
sit down and do it. The same goes with a brainstorming session. Anyone can be a 
productive participant in a brainstorming session regardless of your knowledge or 
expertise. But, there are certain things you do need to be aware of before entering 
a brainstorming session. 

Let’s pretend that you’re a small business looking to revamp your current 
marketing strategy or maybe you’re a fresh new start-up and need to start from 
scratch. Your initial brainstorming session should be guided by asking the right 
questions. Instead of having everyone at the session give their two cents on the 
massive topic at hand, try prompting the group with questions aimed to keep a 
narrow focus. For example, instead of asking “How can we build the new 
marketing strategy?” try asking, “What’s the most innovative and creative 
advertisement you’ve seen lately?” You’ll spark so many more ideas by asking 
questions that are relevant, thought provoking, and focused. 

This doesn’t sound like too daunting of a task, but you’d be surprised at how many 
businesses fail at asking the right questions. James D. Feldman, a Chicago-based 
consultant who works with small companies says, “Most people do not identify 
their problem correctly.” If you don’t identify the problem correctly, then you 
can’t ask the right questions. It’s as simple as that. 

  

 



 Embrace the Creative Chopping Block

What exactly is important for brainstorming sessions? Well the list is long and 
always expanding, but one very important thing to keep in mind is the 
measurement of results. Quantity not quality matters when it comes to a successful 
brainstorm. 

 “Studies of the most creative people in history–such as Einstein or Edison–have shown 
that geniuses develop their most innovative ideas when they are generating the greatest 
number of ideas. So set your goals high: If you need a single good solution, look for 100 
ideas,” according to an Inc. 500 article entitled, A Perfect Brainstorm. 

Lastly, many people are intimidated by the idea of a group brainstorm. You’re 
putting yourself in a vulnerable position. But just remember – people are not there 
to critique you or your ideas. Everyone’s there for the same reason, and that’s to 
spark ideas and inspire creativity, ultimately leading to the greater good of your 
business. 

What are your thoughts or experiences with brainstorming? We’d love to hear 
your comments! 
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